To,

The Principal Judges,
Family Courts
(ALL IN THE STATE)

Subject:- Correct data of pending cases. (Physical verification of records at district court and Family Courts with reference to Hon’ble Shri Justice Madan B. Lokur, letter dt. 22.6.17.

As directed, on the subject mentioned above, I am to request you to instruct all concerned officers/employees working under your jurisdiction to complete the entire work of Physical Verification of all the cases pending (as on 30.06.2017) positively by 30.06.2017 and send compliance report to the Registrar(DE) on email address marking mphcchk@gmail.com on or before 7.7.2017 so that the same may be placed before Hon’ble the Chief Justice on 10.7.2017.

I am to further to request you that their should be no mismatch between the actual physical pendency and what is shown on National Judicial Data Grid, I am also to request you to carry out physical verification of the pending cases so that discrepancy, if any can be reconciled.

Kindly find enclosed proforma seeking Declaration regarding physical verification of records/data of your courts.

You are requested to submit the same after due signature to this registry latest by 7.7.2017 on email ID mphcchk@gmail.com

(SANAT KUMAR KASHYAP)
REGISTRAR(DE)
DECLARATION

I .................., Principal Judge, Family Court............. hereby certify that the number of records / data entered in NC(CIS 2.0 Version) software has been physically verified from the available records / data of the Court and there is no mis-match between the actual pendency and the data shown on National Judicial Data Grid.

Principal Judge,
Family Court.............